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Abstract
The Covid-19 crisis made spaces for people to immerse themselves in moments of reflection. The suspension of
time, sites, and body mobility, the collapse of the past principles; as the macro learning environment has
undergone unprecedented changes, how could people read and react to those changes? Learning at the university,
almost all the students have to adopt an online format as a singular way to access higher education, which calls
for more self-management capacities and learning autonomy. Bodily learning is crucial from the pedagogical
perspective, drawing insights from The Affective Turn, where Clough (2008) took the human body as biomedia
so as to affect learning and transform knowledge. This paper shines a light on the new bodies and spaces with
inherent innovation potentiality. Based on the literature review chiefly from Sociology, Anthropology,
Philosophy, and Culture Studies, this paper engages with four typologies of learning epistemology, nomad,
heterotopia, liminality, and rhythm. Their essential characteristics, principles, and interpretations imply
in-between and transformational traits, challenging the existing principles and being open to alternatives. They
help evaluate the changes and foster our critical and creative learning in risk and crisis. Simultaneously, they
serve as the theoretical foundation for the following innovation fieldwork.
Keywords: learning space, pedagogy, bodily learning, affect, transformational learning
1. Introduction
Reckoning with the moments of reflection during the Covid-19 crisis, “The first lesson the coronavirus has
taught us is also the most astounding: we have proven that it is possible, in a few weeks, to put an economic
system on hold everywhere in the world” (Watts, 2020). These are the words of Bruno Latour, an influential
French philosopher, anthropologist and sociologist. Latour’s interview about the Covid-19 pandemic in June
2020 talked about how the lockdown forced people into a retreat, a moment for reflection, and how the public is
learning a great deal about the difficulty of statistics, experiments, and epidemiology. His words resonated with
the collective empathy living in the pandemic times, suggesting a concern for the new epistemology of learning
about the environment, ourselves and their relations.
There is an urgency to recognise this concern and take care of the ecology of learners. Since the education
transformation during the Covid-19 pandemic, almost all students moved from physical classrooms to virtual
ones. The online or blended learning modes have been primarily normalised. Apart from the limited learning
resources available from educational institutions, it also generated spatiotemporal challenges for teachers and
students. For the learners, the initiatives to learn would rely even more on autonomy, self-management, and
self-efficacy (Falloon, 2011). Thinking ethically, the new physical and virtual learning spaces might convey a
hidden message of individualism, compliance, and inequality, revealing new educational gaps (Cahapay, 2020).
The digital remote learning/working mode blurred the boundaries between personal and learning-working spaces
(Schwartzman, 2020). If this phenomenon is normalised, it will threaten the autonomous times and spaces,
prioritising the occupy anytime and anywhere as labour.
For this paper, my interest began with the probes on learning spaces. How could people learn from the shift in
their learning spaces? Under the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, how could people reshape their learning
spaces? If taking the education from schools as a fulcrum, were the learners capable of leveraging their learning
by re-managing and reconfiguring the spatial-temporal epistemology? The learners are drawn to the new
becomings of self and the new ontological areas for critical and creative thinking for the unknown future.
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2. Literatu
ure Review
2.1 Learniing Space, Place or Landscap
ape
“Learning space” has many
m
alternative terms and meanings thaat may be useed with variedd frequency across
different ddisciplines. Thhe distinctionn between leaarning space/pplace is worthh mentioning because it frames
different pperspectives onn learning (Elllis & Goodyeear, 2016, p. 1157). “Space ccan be managged at a high level,
l
using finaancial and otheer quantitativee measures, annd using categgories that neccessarily strip away many of
o the
detailed feeatures of indivvidual places”” (p. 149). In ccontrast, “place” is preferredd when peoplee’s lived experiience
is involvedd (p. 157). “Leearning landsccape” is anotheer term broadlyy used among architects, interior designers and
educationaalists working for the practical learning eenvironment ddesign (Templle & Fillippakkou, 2007). Sh
hirley
Dugdale (22009) developped strategies ffor new modeels of learning environmentss and conceptuualised the learrning
landscape as an interplaay between leaarners’ experiennces and the nnetworking aroound people, pplaces, and ide
eas in
order to acchieve a sustainnable learningg environment.
2.2 Differeent Categories
Apart from
m the synonym
m, the dimensioons of learningg space are as vvaried as the reesearchers com
ming from diffferent
discipliness. For the educcators in high education, whho aimed at enncouraging stuudent engagem
ment and enhan
ncing
learning ouutcomes, Radccliffe, Wilson, Powell and Tiibbetts (2008) developed thee Place for Leaarning Spectrum (p.
13, shownn in Figure 1)) through the project The N
Next Generatiion Learning SSpaces. They took pedagog
gical,
technologiical, and physical aspects off teaching andd learning andd distributed leearning spacess by structured
d and
unstructureed characteristtics, from the iinstrumental uuniversity learnning places to the social learrning areas, lib
brary,
outdoor ennvironment annd home. In L
Learning, technnology and deesign, Goodyeear and Retaliss (2010) integrated
learning sppaces in higheer education frrom a more m
macro perspectiive, categorisinng them in phhysical, virtual, and
hybrid forrmal and infoormal forms, respectively ((pp. 165−170)). Whether orr not includinng direct teacher’s
supervision is the criteriaa for separatinng formal and iinformal learniing spaces.

Figure 1. Plaace for Learninng Spectrum (R
Radcliffe et al.., 2008)
Lev Vygottsky (1978), a Soviet psychoologist from thhe socioculturaal perspective, advanced thee Zone of Prox
ximal
Developmeent (ZPD) (Figgure 2), in whiich he took chiildren as autonnomous learnerrs but put empphasis on the ro
ole of
the assistaance from sociaal interaction, specifically, thhe “more know
wledgeable othhers”. He sugggested the pote
ential
learning sppace is situateed between thhe learners’ “oout of reach” and “within own capabilitty”. It depicts “the
distance between the acttual developm
mental level as determined byy independent problem solviing and the lev
vel of
potential ddevelopment as
a determined through probblem-solving uunder adult guuidance or in collaboration with
more capaable peers” (p. 86).
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F
Figure
2. Zonee of Proximal D
Development ((ZPD) (Wheeller, 2015)
Ronald Barnettt provided a m
more metaphyssical dimensio
on. In
Furthermoore, the philosoopher of higheer education R
his book A Will To Learn
L
(2007),, he classifiedd the pedagoggical spaces bby various kiinds of risk. The
epistemoloogical, practicaal, and ontologgical risks corrrespond to inteellectual, practiical space and space-for-bein
ng. A
few years after terming “supercomplex
“
xity” (2000) too describe the ddissolution of principles amoong universitie
es, he
published his insightful article,
a
Learniing for an unknnown future (22004), where B
Barnett highlighhted the urgency of
new pedaggogical challennges in late cappitalism and poostmodernity aat the crossing of the 20th ceentury. His thin
nking
joined the dialogue with Ulrich Beck’ss (1992) Risk SSociety and Zyygmunt Baumaan’s (2000) Liqquid Modernity
y.
3. “Mineccraft”: Researrch Question
I borrowedd the name of a sandbox viddeo game “Minnecraft” develooped by Mojiaang Studios in 2011. The gam
me is
set in a space with infinnite terrain, butt all the activitties, includingg discovering, eextracting raw
w materials, ma
aking
tools, and building earthhwork, territorrialises the plaayers’ craft woorld. This papeer was considered a “Minec
craft”
regarding most of the innternational stuudents’ brokenn learning jourrney due to thee Covid-19 panndemic. They were
automaticaally driven to set off for a llearning advennture, where thhey were entaangled with rissk, uncertainty
y and
supercompplexity.
In Barnettt’s (2020) latest article Towaards the creattive university,, he demonstraated the new m
mission of being a
student. “L
Learning creattivity can occcur in the abseence of pedaggogical creativvity” because “students can take
ownershipp of their learnning in a myriiad of ways annd secure a deegree of autonnomy for them
mselves. They have
agency inddependently off the structurees to which theey are subject”” (p. 12). The “agency” heree refers to stud
dents
themselvess, the devotioon of their minnds and whole bodies. How
wever, more iimportantly, sttudents have to
t be
granted thee space if expeecting they to bbe creative (p.. 13). Nevertheeless, “space iss not there. It hhas to be work
ked at
and workeed for” (Barnettt, 2007, p. 1455). His words ddirected me to reflect on the ongoing risk aand learning sp
paces
during thee outbreak, derriving such inqquiry about hoow to autonom
mise learning ccreativity throuugh identifying the
potential learning spacess? Making thee inquiry moree accessible annd correlating tto the Covid-119 pandemic crisis,
c
the researcch question is generated as follows: How to take our huuman bodies aas an approacch to recognise
e and
manage thhe new potentiaal learning spaaces through thhe crisis episteemologies?
While speaking out, “leaarning can takke place anywhhere” is reasonnable but clichhe. Few people had fully no
oticed
the “potenntial spaces” bearing
b
transfoormational learrning and creaative practicess. As proposedd in this paperr, the
notion of “potential leaarning spaces” refers to neitther the physiical, virtual orr hybrid learning spaces no
or the
dimensionn of formal or informal learnning spaces, buut a spatial onntology and eppistemology coonfigured by affect
a
and the boodies.
For Davidd Turnbull (20002), knowledgge and geograaphy categorissed spaces intoo four generall types; discurrsive,
cognitive, existential, annd material. Thhose conceptss indicate that “they tend to flow into eachh other and maybe
m
constitutivve of larger general forms likke social space and knowleddge space” (p. 135). In this paper, the learrning
spaces maay touch on all types. By innterpreting in a discursive w
way, they couldd be materialised or be foun
nd in
existence, with the prem
mise of cognitivve acknowledggement.
4. New Boodies
For this seection, I starteed with archaeeological naviggation of the aancient sceness where the learning occurs.. The
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mobility oof the bodies enables learning to take pllace in the hoolistic culturall and social ffabrication, pla
acing
outdoors, ddebating whilee walking, andd teaching alonng the travel trrajectories. It is found that oour bodies serv
ve as
biomedia m
managing the entry
e
and exit of knowledge. As such, the body’s affect ttakes the shapee of our learnin
ng.
4.1 Mobiliity
The humaan bodies havee the capacity to structure thhe actual learnning spaces. T
Through the cllassic painting
g The
School off Athens (Figurre 3) by the IItalian Renaisssance artist R
Raphael, painteed in the 4th century, the Greek
G
philosopheers Plato and Aristotle imm
merse in their dialogue while walking dow
wn steps. Pythhagoras sits with
w a
book, surrrounded by sttudents. Euclidd bends over with a compass with conccentration, andd Ptolemy holds a
terrestrial globe with othher astronomerrs.

Athens
Figure 3. Thhe School of A
t authority across the dissciplines from
m philosophy tto astronomy, from geometry to
Each figurre masters a top
arithmetic. However, when observingg the parts, evvery figure freees their learniing postures aand simultaneo
ously
territorialises others’ leaarning space. It interprets aan ideal interacction and trannsdisciplinary atmosphere in
n this
open publiic space.
The art ppiece is static,, but the com
mposition of tthe free bodyy postures dissplays an inteeractive knowlledge
dynamism
m. The commennt from the Bieennale Architeettura 2018 of the National P
Pavilion of Greece explicated the
dynamic bbetwixt opposiition and unityy, “Neither inside nor outsidde, not quite a room, but alsoo not simply space
s
for circulaation. It is moonumental but also generous and almost casual. It is nnot a classroom
m, and yet we
e see
scholars annd students debbating, teachinng and studyinng” (Argyros & Neiheiser, 20018).
Archaeoloogically, in 4977 BC ancient China, the moost influential educator Connfucius spent 14 years trave
elling
from kingddom to kingdoom with his stuudents to propaagate ideas and thoughts. Thhe rhetoric took place at any time
wherever ppeople were gathering,
g
and questions arosse. During thoose wars and tturbulent yearss, Confucius riisked
his life mooving from spaace to space, educating peopple with his pollitical advocaccy throughout hhis journey (Figure
4).
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F
Figure
4. Confuucius travelledd around the kiingdoms to givve lectures
m around 335 B
BC to the midddle of the 3rdd century BC iin Ancient Greece,
Likewise, the Peripateticc school from
atetic,
founded by Aristotle, taaught philosophy while walkking in the Lyyceum of ancieent Athens. Thhen the Peripa
with the ooriginal meaninng of “one whho walks from
m place to placce”, becomes a method to nnavigate and learn.
l
Walking represents the body motion inducing the m
mind travel annd flows of thhe imaginationn. As Randy Cutler
C
wrote, “thhe assimilationn of one’s surrroundings couupled with rhyythmic journeyying is an inttricate processs that
arouses thee potential for metaphor andd analogy” (2014, p. 4).
As mentiooned above, thhe mobility of the body depiicts a space foor the emergennce of new knnowledge. Learrning
took placee in the openneess, with the boodily collision with the socioocultural surrooundings. Thosse historical visions
of teaching and learningg provide us w
with original sspeculation onn the sites for pedagogy. Leander, Phillipss and
Taylor (20010) criticisedd the trope off “classroom-aas-container” and converted its meaningg to an “imag
gined
geographyy” of educationn, constituting the mobility fo
for learning to ttake place (p. 3331).
Conventioonally, studentss sit in the chhair and face ttheir teachers standing on thhe podium. Ass to build on more
creativity and sparks foor learning, m
many educationn designers puut forward muultiple layouts of the classroom.
However, due to the im
mpact of the Coovid-19 pandeemic, the 21st century learniing mobility hhas been drastiically
transformeed into virtual spaces mediaated by digitall platforms. W
What might be missing from
m the physical body
movementts to a particular “fingers moobility”? Have we realised thhe actual learnning mobility thhrough this wa
ay, or
is it just a formal coinciddence with the term “mobilitty”?
4.2 Affect
we must be aw
ware of the thheoretical lenss and
Learning iis multidimennsional; to connstruct our intterpretation, w
dispositionns of how learrning occurs ((Sprio & Jehngg, 1990). Firstt of all, there is a necessity to distinguish
h this
“affect” frrom the “affecct” in affectivee learning theoory, mostly apppearing in thee pedagogy disscourse of “crritical
affect studdies” or “criticaal emotion studies”. These ““affect” means the specific em
motions and feeelings—happiness,
shame, lovve, guilt, anger, and disapppointment. Foor instance, Juulie Lindquist (2004) conteextualised affe
ective
(empathic)) experience and
a affective rresponses by focusing on sstrategic empaathy in the claassroom. Robiillard
(2006) ennacted Lindquiist’s notion of strategic em
mpathy to anaalyse the com
mposition practtices in which
h the
scholars annd students coould form an aaffective relationship. Manyy scholars whoo associated aaffect with emotion
had a bacckground in education,
e
lannguage, writingg, and narratiives. Howeveer, in this studdy, the “affec
ct” is
discerned nnot as personaal feelings but rrelevant to Spiinoza’s L’affecct:
An aability to affecct and be affeccted. It is a prrepersonal intensity correspponding to thee passage from
m one
experriential state of the body tto another andd implying ann augmentatioon or diminuttion in that bo
ody’s
capaccity to act (Maassumi, 2004, pp. 17).
Specificallly, learning caan be viewed as an affectivve interaction generated am
mong bodies aand then pedag
gogy,
echoing L
Latour’s interprretation as “trraining to be aaffected” (20004, p. 206). Thhe acting boddy as a subjectt, the
world is arrticulated by body engagemeent—rather thaan the direct boody or emotionn, but the “boddy talk”:
to haave a body is to
t learn to be affected, meanning ‘effectuatted’, moved, pput into motion by other enttities,
humaans or non-hum
mans. If you aare not engageed in this learnning, you becoome insensitivve, dumb, you drop
dead…The body leeaves a dynam
mic trajectory bby which we llearn to registter and becom
me sensitive to what
the w
world is made of
o (pp. 205−2006).
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Connecting it to Latour’s latest thoughts on how coronavirus gave us a model for spreading ideas (2020). In his
interpretation, people were suggested not to see it as a revenge of nature but as a vast experiment. Unlike the
catastrophes driven from outside, the viruses were inside our bodies, or perhaps we were the viruses per se. Since
humans could not expel them thoroughly, we must learn to co-exist with them.
Besides, only four years after Latour’s raising debate on How to Talk About the Body? The Normative Dimension
of Science Studies, Patricia Clough (2008) re-examined the bodily matters in response to the influence of
post-structuralism and deconstruction in the late 20th century. In her article The Affective Turn. she took the body
as “biomedia”, a biomediated body, to challenge the autopoiesis model of the body-as-organism:
The biomediated body is a definition of a body and what it can do—its affectivity—that points to the
political economic and theoretical investment in the self-organization inherent to matter or matter’s
capacity to be in-formational, to give bodily form (p. 2).
Therefore, regarding the ideas from affectivity, learning resembles a biodynamics matter of the body—the
capacity to absorb and organise different kinds of information. Inspired by Nigel Thrift (2008), a human
geographer and social scientist who initially proposed Non-representational Theory, learning requires “bodies”
unparalleled ability to co-evolve with things” (p. 10). The things and objectives, such as information, knowledge,
materials, and non-human relatedness of the body, are understood non-representationally through affect. The
notion of affect embodies “properties, competencies, modalities, energies, attunements, arrangements and
intensities of differing texture, temporality, velocity and spatiality, that act on bodies, are produced through
bodies and transmitted by bodies” (Lorimer, 2008, p. 552). In this way, when someone transforms herself, she
also transforms others. She collides with the world through the “body talks”, while the bodies are being affected
by a talk from the world.
5. New Spaces
This section integrates four typologies of potential learning spaces: nomad, liminality, rhythm, and heterotopia.
Each space responds to the epistemology of the following questions: How to recognise the characteristic through
bodies? How and why does it contain the potential for innovating our learning? How to understand and design
such spatial arrangements that could foster our innovation practices?
5.1 Nomad
Nomad is a perpetual displacement (Kaplan, 1996). Deleuze and Guattari described the nomad occurs in a
smooth space—a vector of deterriteriolisation, a line of flight, and an open dynamic that obtain the potentiality
of transformation (Cole, 2013). In contrast, the striated space is hierarchical and rule-intensive (Tamboukou,
2008). The nomad can be sensed and recognised by the movement (extensive) and also the speed (intensive),
“the nomad moves, but while seated, and he is only seated while moving. The nomad knows how to wait, he has
infinite patience” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, 2015, p. 444).
Learning in the nomad, we are required to use our body mobility as a reference to identify the potentiality of the
nomadic spaces for learning. Burke and DeLeon (2015) stressed that the movement and the bodies in motion are
the key points to a nomadic subjectivity for transformative experiences to occur. “The moving nomadic body
points toward liberation practices that can stir the imagination because of its decentering” (p. 14). Erin Manning
(2007) used Tango as an example to express nomadic learning. “It is a dance of encounter and dis-encounter, a
voyeuristic embrace of repressed sensuality and a complex network of (mis)understood direction.” The nature
improvised tango “takes place on the edges of neighbourhoods, the magic time between dusk and dawn, in the
periphery of the social order” (p. 2).
However, Rachel Fendler (2013), an art educator, argued that the “nomad” in nomadic pedagogy is neither about
body travelling nor the actual physical movement but the disruptive actions that resist convention. Nomadic
space frames a learning process “whereby learning is the change incurred when subjects enter into unfamiliar
territory, in a process of discovery” (p. 787). Indeed, Deleuze and Guattari attached importance to the territorial
principle of the nomad but against defining the nomad as a movement,
The nomad has a territory; he follows customary paths; he goes from one point to another; he is not
ignorant of points (water points, dwelling points, assembly points etc.). But the question is what in nomad
life is a principle and what is only a consequence… A path is always between two points, but the
in-between has taken on all the consistency and enjoys both an autonomy and a direction of its own. The
life of the nomad is the intermezzo (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, 2015, p. 443).
By focusing on the boundaries and territory of the nomad, nomad reminds us of the issues of ethnicity. Rosi
Braidotti, a contemporary continental philosopher and feminist theorist, who wrote Nomadic Theory (2011),
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addressed the network of power relations embodied in nomad, “looking for the ways in which otherness prompts,
mobilises and allows for flows of affirmation of values and forces which are not yet sustained by the current
social and historical conditions” (2013, p. 343). The bodily differences imply different degrees and levels of
power and force of understanding. She suggested that we require us to look at the privilege of mobility and
critically evaluate the centralisation and decentralisation of the power. Being nomad is being the minority as a
new mode of existence.
Insofar, the nomadic pedagogy opens up the opportunities for students to learn in and outside schools, to learn in
the eventful space, where “learning emerges as an imagined geography, bridging a reflection on social space and
the social imaginary” (Fendler, 2013, p. 17). Connecting to the view of Tim Cresswell, a human geographer and
poet, nomad is always attentive to place-making, signifying process and trajectories with mobility, “places do no
have intrinsic meanings and essences… the meanings of place are created through practice” (2010, p. 17). In this
way, nomad provides evidence of dynamic geographical learning. With the practice of mapping, cartographical
tools, and place-making inquiries, the learners can better understand their positions and design the embodiment
of learning and innovation practices.
5.2 Liminality
Liminal was coined as an anthropological term by Van Gennep in 1967, referring to rites of passage, such as
marriage or coming-of-age rituals. In the sociology critique, liminal transitions dissolve social structures which
regulate ordinary social interaction, removing limits from everyday life. As defined by the sociology critic Tom
Boland,
Liminality is not just a time of questioning and criticism but also a difficult time in which there are no
particular standards for behaviour, a frightening, bewildering limitlessness; it is a moment in which society
appears arbitrary and culture merely illusionary, a moment of touching the void. Nonetheless, again and
again, meaning and structure return and prevail and are even refreshed and renewed by liminality (2013, p.
230).
Liminality obtains the potential of a learning space because it is transformative. It challenges the previous
structures, unfolding a “period of reflection” (1967, p. 105) on the temporary custom and construction, which is
remarkably shown during the Covid-19 pandemic, where the suspension of everyday “autopilot” stimulated lives
to be (re)imbued with new values from heartfelt rather than mundane.
Sharing the same concern as Ronald Barnett, James Conroy (2004), an education philosopher, argued that the
forces of consumerism and globalisation threatened the democratic society. Accordingly, he took liminality as a
“heuristic metaphor”, a critical approach to operating the in-between categories and spaces—the margins of
society, calling attention to cultivating a sense of the liminal in order to let students adopt critical positions
themselves (p. 60). To be precise, he believed literature, poetry, and the arts present liminal forms to “bring the
student in her marginal state” (p. 163) and to encounter their own spaces in the world.
Meyer and Land (2003) found that the difficulty in understanding threshold concepts may leave the learners in
the liminal space in the project Enhancing Teaching and Learning Environment. They characterised the threshold
concepts as transformative (significant shift in the perception of knowing), irreversible (unlikely to be forgotten
or unlearned only by considerable effort), integrative (new integration of understanding, thinking and practising),
and possibly often bounded and potentially troublesome. Therefore, the liminal space entails a conceptual and an
ontological shift in the learners’ subjectivities. It offers reference to teaching strategies and learning outcomes
(Meyer & Land, 2003). In terms of this perception, how could the learners and teachers justify their positions
when staying in liminal spaces?
Liminality produces clear emotional signals to the learners, so the answer to the question also embodies how the
liminal space feels. On the one hand, the perception of psychological changes acts as critical evidence. As Meyer
and Land (2005) discussed, when learners cross thresholds, the insights they gain could be captivating. However,
it might also bring unsettling feelings and a sense of loss, demanding a change of subjectivity. Learners
frequently gain the feeling of failure, defeat and loss of self-confidence (Kiley & Wisker, 2009).
On the other hand, it is assumed that not actual spaces are considered sheer liminal spaces. Still, the orientation
to regard certain conditions as a threshold could facilitate understanding how the dissolution of customary
familiar ways of seeing and the formulation of new beliefs occur. By acknowledging the liminality, the learners
are more willing to stay in the liminal space with patience. They will be more confident to resist the uncertainty,
uncomfortable, and sense of loss. The creative potential generated in the liminal space will not be tapped unless
held in that tension until crossing the threshold.
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5.3 Rhythm
Rhythm inherits the affective potential to affect our body as a way to learn. Echoing affective bodies and
affective learning mentioned in the previous section, Julian Henriques (2010), a professor of Culture Studies and
an author of Sonic Bodies, creatively proposed understanding the transmission of affect via the propagation of
vibrations. In his words, “affect is expressed rhythmically—through relationships, reciprocations, resonances,
syncopations and harmonies” (p. 58). We mobilise the body as a set of rhythmic relations (McCormack, 2013, p.
32). We can sense and grasp the rhythm through the open sensory, the intensities of feeling, the attentive eyes
and ears, a head and a memory and a heart (Lefebvre, 2004, p. 36).
According to Henri Lefebvre, a French philosopher and sociologist in the 20th century, his educational critique
originated from his critique of everyday life and the social production of space. For Lefebvre, rhythm is energy:
“Energy animates, renders time and space conflictual” (Lefebvre, 2004, p. 60). Considering “human nature
pedagogically reproduced in universities and schools”, he raised the question of the pedagogy of body: “how to
re-educated bodies for space?” (2014, p. 34). In order to answer this question, we must situate ourselves both
inside and outside of social life. To be precise, the paralleled relation and the distinctions between three social
spaces are needed to clarify, which are perceived space (including the rhythm of social space and rhythm of body
and nature), conceived space (abstract, mental and bureaucratic, the rhythm of which are linear, regular, and
measurable), and lived space (unconscious, imaginary and symbolic dimensions of experience) (Middleton,
2017).
Thus, rhythmanalysis helps to reframe our understanding of the body by how these three spaces attune with each
other. Then, sensing the rhythm of these social spaces and people in everyday circulation indicates power
placement (Allen, 2003). Almost at the same time when John Allen, a professor in Arts and Social Science,
published his book Lost Geographies of Power (2003), Zygmunt Bauman gave an example of “mastery over
time” in his book Liquid Modernity (2000). The managers perform power—by “immobilising their subordinates
in space through denying them the right to move and through the routinisation of the time-rhythm they had to
obey the principal strategy in their exercise of power” (p. 10). The workplace example can also be transferred to
places of learning for noticing the contradictions in everyday practice and the knowledge power production.
Rhythm informs the learners to engage in everyday life and “to vivify the entire body with all its rhythms and
senses” (Lefebvre, 2005, p. 35). As Lefebvre’s “pedagogy of appropriation” suggests, teachers and students are
supposed to engage in the collective critique of everyday life (Middleton, 2017). Different speeds of animate
movement spaces formulate the daily sense and knowledge. Critical pedagogy can take the rhythm as an
embodied temporal perspective on learning social, cultural, and natural ecology. Being aware of the
spatial-temporal rhythm allows us to foster sensitivity and make better conversations with the environment and
ourselves.
5.4 Heterotopia
According to Of Other Space by Michel Foucault (1986), the notion of heterotopia represents a certain kind of
spatial comprehension for criticality (Hetherington, 1997). It is neither imaginary nor perfect as a utopia but
problematises the received order and knowledge (Topinka, 2010, p. 56). It does also exist in real places. The
Postman’s Park (Figure 5.) in central London serves as a real-world example to capture such kinds of spaces in
urban. The name of this public garden originated due to its popularity as a lunchtime site with postmen from the
nearby old General Post Office. However, the garden embodies the juxtaposition and combination of many
spaces in one site and simultaneously produces heterogeneous meanings for the human body. The resting
benches for a coffee break could shape space for a temporal body; the history of the civilian hero memorial could
function as an experienced body; a tranquil terrain in-between the office buildings for mediation could be
interpreted as offering space for a ritual body.
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nostalgia to perceive the privilege of taking control of the near future, in which the home is a heterotopia
transaction.
Rather than taking the lockdown as an opportunity to create something new, people were actually nurtured to
create heterotopias spontaneously. Such that the heterotopia home is taken as the rehearsal of imaginative reality.
People would inevitably rationalise their identities on these controversial sites. The contradictions people
encountered within the spaces enabled them to rethink the heterotopia. Heterotopia would position beyond “a
site of resistance” but a learning space for criticality, adventure, experiment, and new possibilities.
6. Conclusion
As we live in uncertain times facing restless risk and crisis, there is an urgency to manage ourselves for
autonomous learning. We teach ourselves, and at the same time, we teach others. The learners are supposed to
take the body as an agency. The body not only works to make the learning happen but also biomediates the
dynamic of new knowledge. By focusing on the learning creativity requested for contemporary university
education (Barnett, 2020), the students should be aware of the multiple learning spaces that obtain the potential
for innovation, transformation, and authentic becomings. In terms of the concern, this paper aims to provide
insights into how to take our human bodies as an approach to recognise and manage the new potential learning
spaces through the crisis epistemologies? Four typologies of learning space are analysed in this paper. The
theoretical framework of summarising each space, with the characteristics for recognition, principles for
management, and methods for creativity, are listed in Table 1. By mobilising these four abstract concepts around
learning behaviours, the finding pushes the boundaries of learning transformation. It also contributes to the new
ways of knowing, inspiring learners to re-vision the familiarities and changes around their daily experiences.
Table 1. The theoretical framework of four typologies of learning space
Recognise
(Characteristics)

Manage
(Principles)

Nomad

• smooth space
• “in-between”
• transforming
• with speed and
movement

•
•
•
•
•

Liminality

•
•
•
•

Rhythm

• repetition
• improvisation
• linear or cyclical
• affective
• with speed and
movement

Heterotopia

•
•
•
•
•
•

liquid space
“in-between”
marginal
emotional difficulty

differential space
marginal
deviant
disruptive
contradictory
transforming

Design
(Methodologies and methods)

understand the power relation
resist convention
reflect on ethnicity
seek new modes of existence
practice denationalisation

•
•
•
•
•

mapping
cartography
geographical ethnography
place-making
a/r/tography

Reference

Burke & DeLeon, 2015;
Cole, 2013; Cresswell,
2010; Deleuze & Guattari,
1987; Fendler, 2013

• transformational learning
• threshold learning
• the epistemological and ontological
turn

• reflective narratives
• pedagogical inquiry
• threshold concepts

Boland, 2013;
Conroy, 2004;
Meyer & Land, 2003;
Kiley & Wisker, 2009

• critiques of everyday life
• open sensitivity
• understand the power relation
• initiate to create the lived
experience

• observation
• rhythmanalysis
• sensory ethnography

Allen, 2003;
Bauman, 2000;
Henriques, 2010;
Lefebvre, 2004;
Middleton, 2017

• disturb the familiarity
• upset the existing structure
• challenge the previous order and
knowledge
• re-examine individual identities

• juxtaposition
• archaeology
• critical thinking

Foucault, 1986;
Lozanovska et al., 2020;
Tomasini, 2020; Topinka,
2010

This paper also aims to raise the awareness of the epistemology of the potential spaces that allow the “invisible”
learning and innovation to emerge. By identifying the new bodies and new spaces for learning, the homogeneous
traits can be found in nomad, liminality, heterotopia, and rhythm. The diagram of the transdisciplinary relations
of the four innovative territories is revealed in Figure 6. It will help learners to grasp a visual understanding of
these terms. By managing and designing the learning epistemologies, people can develop their sensitivity to
make better conversations with the changing world and develop an authentic self.
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Figuure 6. The trannsdisciplinary rrelations of thee four innovatiive territories
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